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Abstract—Nowadays personality disorders have become a so-
cial plague. Social and behavioral difficulties very often lead
to segregation and social impairment. On the basis of various
psychological studies we believe that highly bealiveble human-
like robots can be used as emotional conveying systems for
training people with social impairments. Our implementation
is organized in two parallel branches: an innovative humanoid
robot emotional control library and a pervasive acquisition
platform for human-robot interaction studies. The integration
of these two systems creates a complete platform for robot
mediated emotional therapy for people with behavioral and
social impairments. While the platform is continuously upgraded,
preliminary tests of its present embodiment conducted on a panel
of children with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) show excellent
results in term of acceptability and quality of the acquired data.
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I. I NTRODUCTION

I N the last few years, once confined to celluloid and sci-
fi, human-like robots have become a reality. At the same

time, personality disorders are now far more prevalent than
they were 10 years ago. A recent study of the American Psy-
chiatric Association lists 10 distinct disorders that in complex
affect 9.1% of US population [1]. An extension of this study
including ”‘personality difficulties”’ reported that only23% of
a UK study panel are free of pathological personality traits.

Peter Aldhous affirms that it is time to reject the notion
that people with personality disorders are beyond help. It is
possible to help them to improve their social skills thorough
emotional therapies aimed at showing them how to deal with
daily life social scenarios [2].

As demonstrated by various robo scientists [3], [4] high
quality and very realistic social robots can nowadays be used to
convey emotions creating empathic links with humans. These
robots may become an innovative tool for training people with
social and emotional disabilities such as Autism.

Believability enhancement of human-like robots is not a
purely aesthetic challenge, it is also necessary to improvetheir
social and emotional responsiveness allowing robots to interact
with people in a human-like manner. Facial expressiveness for
example, is the major emotional communication channel used
in interpersonal relationships [5] and for this reason is one of
the most important aspects to be analyzed in human-like robot
design.

In order to help people with personalty disorders to over-
come their social limitation using social robots it is neces-
sary to analyze how they feel during this social interaction

and how they interpret human-like signs expressed by social
robots. Different methods can be used to evaluate responses
of participants interacting with robots: self-report, behavioral
and psychophysiological measures. Each of them have pros
and cons [6] and only through their fusion is possible to try
to infer the subject’s affective state.

For this reason our research has been focused on two
parallel and interconnected branches: the development of an
emotional control library for social robots and the develop-
ment of HIPOP, a Human Interaction Pervasive Observation
Platform for HRI (Human Robot Interaction) studies.

The integration of the two systems creates a complete
therapy infrastructure called FACET (FACE Therapy). FACET
is used to train people with personality and behavioral dis-
orders on understanding and solving social related daily life
scenarios. The first FACET test was conducted on a panel
of children with autism in the context of the IDIA project1

aimed at designing innovative therapies for Autism Spectrum
Disorders (ASD).

II. FACET PLATFORM ARCHITECTURE

A. The FACE android, the 3D avatar and the emotional
android control library

FACE (Facial Automaton for Conveying Emotion)is a
robotic face made in collaboration with Hanson Robotics used
as an emotion conveying system (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. The FACE android during interacting with a children
(Courtesy of ”L’androide che si emoziona”, Abitare 49b-12/2009, Italy).

Its artificial skull is covered by a porous elastomer material
called FrubberTM and has 32 servo motors which simulate
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the major facial muscles allowing human facial expression
generation.

FACE servo motors are positioned according to the Facial
Action Coding System (FACS) Action Units (AU) defined by
Ekman and Friesen in 1976 [7]. Thanks to the servo motors
fast dynamics and to Frubber’s mechanical properties, FACE
can generate very realistic human expressions, expressed as
combination of many AUs, so engaging emotional relationship
with people [8], [9].

We are also developing a 3D avatar of the FACE android
that represents a virtual emotional display compatible with
the FACE control library. The 3D avatar is used for physical-
virtual robots comparison studies and as tool for robot control
and test.

The FACE control library is based on a modular architecture
in which various parallel processes, which are defined as
independent modules, manage the robot’s facial expressions,
behavior and activities according to a virtual mood. The mood
can be decided by the therapist or through a complex behavior
alignment algorithm that takes the subject’s inferred emotional
state (described in section II-B) as input. The library is mainly
organized in three functional groups.The Body represents
the modules interfacing with the external world. This group
includes the FACE servo motor controller and 3D avatar
display, the scene analysis system.The Brain is the cognitive
part of the control library where only the high level data are
managed. Its modules are deputed to the control of the mood
and the social behavior expressed by the robot. The behavior
alignment module will also be included in this group.The
Interfaces are the system control units. The FACE and Avatar
control interfaces were developed together with the HIPOP
interface module that allows the robot and the subject states
to be shared between the two agents.

B. The HIPOP acquisition platform

HIPOP (Human Interaction Pervasive Observation Plat-
form) is an innovative multi-channel acquisition platformthat
combines the three fundamental HRI analysis methods (self-
report, behavioral and physiological signal analysis) to over-
come the missing aspects of each of them providing a deeper
understanding of the subject’s affective state. As described in
Fig. 2, by integrating these methods it is possible to infer new
data that are not directly extracted by the single method, but
generated through confrontation (e.g self reporting and phys-
iological data misalignment could indicates subject’s stress or
discomfort). For this reason HIPOP is designed to be modular,
flexible expandable and reusable platform able to handle any
kind of scenario, content and hardware specification. In HIPOP
data synchronization and integration are guaranteed by the
underlying architecture allowing experimenters to focus on the
design of the HRI experimental protocols.

Currently the following data are acquired using HIPOP
platform: Heart Rate, Breath, Body Movements, Galvanic Skin
Response, Eye Gaze and FACE android state. We are working
on the FACE-HIPOP exchange module in order to include
the FACE scene analysis system data in the HIPOP platform
(subject’s facial expressions, position and gestures).

Fig. 2. HIPOP multi channel data fusion and comparison
approach.

III. PRELIMINARY ACCEPTABILITY CLINICAL TESTS

As reported in [9] FACET has been used during a real ther-
apeutic scenario involving 5 children with ASD and 15 nor-
mally developing children. None of them refused to participate
in the session and most of them enjoyed the interaction with
the android showing interest in the interpretation of the robot’s
emotional state, facial expressions and behavior. Preliminary
analysis of HIPOP physiological data (still in progress) showed
differences in the sympathetic/parasympatethic activities of
ASDs in comparison with the control group demonstrating the
platform capacity to evoke emotional related reactions in sub-
jects with behavioral disorders. Although further experiment
are certainly necessary, the preliminary results clearly suggest
that this innovative therapeutic approach can be used to help
subjects to overcome their social limitations.
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